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Abstract 

The Arctic has warmed more than twice the rate of the entire globe. To quantify possible 

climate change effects, we calculate wind energy potentials from a multi-model ensemble 

of Arctic-CORDEX. For this, we analyze future changes of wind power density (WPD) 

using an eleven-member multi-model ensemble. Impacts are estimated for two periods 

(2020-2049 and 2070-2099) of the 21st century under a high emission scenario (RCP8.5). 

The multi-model mean reveals an increase of seasonal WPD over the Arctic in the future 

decades. WPD variability across a range of temporal scales is projected to increase over 

the Arctic. The signal amplifies by the end of 21st century. Future changes in the 

frequency of wind speeds at 100 m not useable for wind energy production (wind speeds 

below 4 m/s or above 25 m/s) has been analyzed. The RCM ensemble simulates a more 

frequent occurrence of 100m non-usable wind speeds for the wind-turbines over 

Scandinavia and selected land areas in Alaska, northern Russia and Canada. In contrast, 
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non-usable wind speeds decrease over large parts of Eastern Siberia and in northern 

Alaska. Thus, our results indicate increased potential of the Arctic for the development 

and production of wind energy. 

Bias corrected and not corrected near-surface wind speed and WPD changes have been 

compared with each other. It has been found that both show the same sign of future 

change, but differ in magnitude of these changes. The role of sea-ice retreat and 

vegetation expansion in the Arctic in future on near-surface wind speed variability has 

been also assessed. Surface roughness through sea-ice and vegetation changes may 

significantly impact on WPD variability in the Arctic. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Arctic warming in recent decades has proceeded at approximate twice the rate of the 

global mean temperature increase – locally more than four times the global rate - and is 

accompanied by the unprecedented during the instrumental period reduction of sea ice 

extent (Jansen et al., 2020; Rantanen et al., 2022). Retreating sea ice amplifies warming, 

which in turn feeds back to further enhanced changes in the Arctic Ocean (Vihma, 2014; 

Semenov and Latif, 2015; Mokhov and Parfenova, 2021). Retreating sea ice already 

allows better access by sea to the Arctic Ocean, which can be seen for marine shipping 

along the Northern Sea Route (Khon et al., 2017; Kibanova et al., 2018; Parfenova et al., 

2021), may ease the extraction of oil and natural gas resources and increase the 

opportunities for renewable energy production in the Arctic off-shore zones (Pryor et al., 

2020). 

As the Arctic is a remote area, the energy supply of the Arctic regions is based on 

autonomous energy sources, mainly diesel power plants/generators and thermal power 

plants. Despite the high cost of electricity generated by these plants, they are also sources 

of greenhouse gas emissions. Using renewable energy to power the Arctic can be a cost-

effective solution. Wind farms and related infrastructure are currently being built in the 

Arctic. Pilot projects are underway in Canada, Russia, Greenland and the USA to convert 

remote villages from diesel to hybrid wind and solar power (Kryltcov and Solovev, 2019; 

Akperov et al., 2022)  
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Investigating the spatial and temporal variability of near-surface wind speed is critical to 

assess the current wind energy potential and evaluate its future changes as the world 

continues to warm (Pryor et al., 2005; Moemken et al., 2018). The local near-surface 

wind speed variability is determined by large-scale, synoptic, and meso-scale circulations 

(storms, polar lows) as well as local conditions (Jakobson et al., 2019; Fabiano et al., 

2021; Heinemann et al., 2022; Rapella et al., 2023). Large-scale atmospheric circulation 

patterns such as NAO/AO affect the cyclone activity in the Arctic (Akperov et al., 2019) 

and impact on local wind characteristics (Laurila et al., 2021). Polar mesocyclones or 

polar lows are associated with high wind speeds, especially over the Nordic Seas 

(Rasmussen, 2003). Local conditions, such as atmospheric stratification, sea ice 

concentration, topography or surface roughness (Akperov et al., 2020), affect the spatial 

and temporal variability of the near-surface wind speed patterns. Therefore, quantifying 

the variability of the near-surface wind is of particular importance for planning wind 

farms and safety at sea in general. 

Future changes in wind resources were previously examined using data from CMIP5/6  

(and respective downscaling from the CORDEX project) for various regions of the 

Northern Hemisphere under climate change scenarios (Hosking et al., 2018; Li et al., 

2020; Carvalho et al., 2021). Most of these studies focus on wind energy resources of 

specific countries and regions in the midlatitudes (Jung and Schindler, 2022). Due to the 

low density of the meteorological stations in the coastal zones of the Arctic, as well as in 

their absence, in particular on the shelf, there are very few or no assessment of regional 

wind energy resources available. The application of regional climate models (RCM) is 

one tool to assess the wind energy resources in the Arctic and project the impact of 

climatic changes on it. Compared to global climate models, RCMs with higher spatial 

resolution and more detailed surface processes may better capture the near-surface winds, 

especially in the Arctic (Gutjahr and Heinemann, 2018). Also as shown by Akperov et al. 

(2018), RCMs can capture cyclone activity and its variability in the Arctic more 

realistically than their driving Global climate models (GCMs). Therefore, we may expect 

better surface wind statistics associated with cyclone activity and local conditions by 

using RCMs. However, it should be noted that there are two well documented main 

sources of uncertainty associated with RCM assessments: 1) the choice of global climate 

model used for the boundary conditions; 2) the choice of the RCM itself.  Therefore, the 
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use of a multi-model ensemble consisting of different RCMs with different 

parameterizations and GCM-driven boundary conditions is necessary to assess the 

robustness of wind resource climate signals. In this study, we analyze an ensemble of 

Arctic-CORDEX RCMs (https://climate-cryosphere.org/polar-cordex/) to assess the 

sensitivity of wind resources in the Arctic to climate change.  

To reduce systematic biases in RCMs, so-called statistical bias correction techniques are 

applied to RCM output, such as wind speed (Li et al., 2019a). Overall, a bias correction 

technique for climate projections is based on the comparison of near-surface wind speed 

between observed and GCM/RCM-simulated variables. A widely used bias correction 

technique is quantile mapping (QM) (Themeßl et al., 2011; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; 

Maraun, 2013), which is based on correcting the shape of the entire variable distribution 

by establishing statistical relationships between cumulative density functions from the 

observed and simulated variable (Haas et al., 2014a). We will assess the impact of bias 

correction on wind speed and wind power density (WPD) changes. 

The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the 

datasets and methods. In Section 3, we review the model ensemble for consistency with 

a contemporary reanalysis product, ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020). In Section 4, we assess 

the projected wind speed and WPD changes in the 21st century. In Section 5, we assess 

uncertainties in WPD projected changes. Finally, we conclude in Section 6. 

2. Data and Methods 

2.1. Data 

We analyze three-hourly mean near-surface (10 m) wind speed data from an ensemble of 

six atmospheric RCMs (CRCM5, HIRHAM5-AWI, HIRHAM5-DMI, MAR3.6, RCA4, 

RCA-GUESS) from Arctic-CORDEX, driven by four different GCMs (NorESM1-M, 

CanESM2, MPI-ESM-LR, EC-EARTH) from CMIP5 and ERA5 reanalysis data (Table 

1) for the Arctic region (Figure 1) for four seasons – winter (DJF), spring (MAM), 

summer (JJA) and autumn (SON). The GCMs provide lateral and lower boundary (sea 

surface temperature and sea ice fraction) forcing. The RCMs apply the Arctic CORDEX 

grid (rotated 0.44° x 0.44° degrees grid, 116 x 133 grid points). 
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One of the models (RCA-GUESS) is, in addition, interactively coupled with the 

vegetation-ecosystem model LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014). RCA-

GUESS provides two runs, one with and the other without interactive vegetation–

atmosphere coupling, hereinafter denoted as the feedback run (FB) and non-feedback run 

(NoFB), respectively. FB implements interactive vegetation dynamics in the land surface 

scheme for the entire simulation period (1961–2100), while NoFB uses fixed land surface 

properties representing the mean state for 1961-1990, which is similar to how the other 

RCMs treats the surface interactions. We interpret the difference “FB minus NoFB” as 

effects by biogeophysical feedbacks (Zhang et al., 2018; Akperov et al., 2021). However, 

in section 3-4 we only use the FB simulation to assess future changes. 

Another model (CRCM5-MPIC) represents a run (CRCM5-MPI) with corrected SST. 

The basic approach of this empirical correction is the assumption that biases in the 

historical simulation will persist in the future scenario projections. Therefore, the sea-

surface conditions simulated by a GCM are empirically corrected by subtracting the 

biases identified from the historical simulations. More detailed information can be found 

in Takhsha et al. (2017). 

The RCM simulations are driven by the four above-mentioned CMIP5 GCMs for a 

historical period (from 1950 to 2005) and for a scenario period (from 2006 to 2099) 

following the high emission scenario (RCP8.5) (Taylor et al., 2012). We have chosen 

RCP8.5 because multi model data are available for this scenario, but not for others 

(https://climate-cryosphere.org/polar-cordex/). We note that a high end scenario also 

results in a strong climate response, reducing an additional source of uncertainty related 

to issues with a signal to noise ratio. We focus our analysis of future wind power density 

on the 30-year periods 1970-1999 as historical (reference) period and two periods (2020-

2049 and 2070-2099) as future periods. 

For comparing the RCM results with the reanalysis for the present-day (1980-2005), we 

use mean three-hourly near-surface wind speed data from the ERA5 reanalysis. ERA5 is 

the fifth generation of reanalysis from the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range 

Weather Forecast) (Hersbach et al., 2020). The data cover the Earth on a 31 km grid and 

resolve the atmosphere using 137 levels from the surface up to a height of 80km. The 

ERA5 data have been bilinearly interpolated onto the Arctic-CORDEX model grid for 

comparison. 
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The spatial correlation analysis is based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (R). A 

nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney, 1947) has been implemented 

to test for significance of the obtained differences at a 95 % confidence level together 

with an additional false discovery rate correction with α = 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 

1995; Wilks, 2016). 

We define a climate change signal to be robust if the following two conditions are 

fulfilled: more than 75% of model simulations agree on the sign of the change and the 

signal to noise ratio (SNR), i.e. the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of the 

ensemble of climate change signals, is equal to or larger than one. The second criterion is 

a measure of the strength of the climate change signal (with respect to the inter-model 

variability in that signal). We use the second criterion in addition to the first, because the 

first criterion alone may be not sufficient as it may be fulfilled even in the case of a very 

small, close to zero change (Mba et al., 2018; Nikulin et al., 2018; Akperov et al., 2019). 

 

2.2 Wind Power Density 

The wind power density (WPD) is an important measure for assessing the potential of 

wind energy (Nikolaev et al., 2008; Emeis, 2013). It is defined as 

𝑊𝑃𝐷 =
1

2
𝜌𝑢3, (1) 

where u is the wind speed at a given measurement height or adjusted-to-hub height (i.e., 

the traditional turbine operational height, here 100 m), and 𝜌 is the air density (take as ~ 

1.292 kg/m3). 

WPD is a measurement of the wind power that is available per unit turbine area (W/m2). 

There are several methods commonly used to extrapolate near-surface wind speed 

measurements to the hub height. One is to use the power law method (Emeis, 2005; Pryor 

et al., 2005; Hueging et al., 2013; Tobin et al., 2015), which assumes that wind speed at 

a certain height z is approximated by  

𝑢(𝑧) = 𝑢(𝑧𝑟) (
𝑧

𝑧𝑟
)
𝑎
, (2) 

where zr is the reference height, u(zr) is the wind speed at zr and 𝛼 is the power law 

exponent. In our case zr is 10 m. Since RCMs do not provide wind speeds at 100m level 
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as a standard output variable, but only at 10 m height, an extrapolation (such as in 

equation 2) is needed. However, α has to be known. This is particular critical in the Arctic 

with its complicated boundary layer structure (Lüpkes et al., 2013). Since ERA5 also 

provides wind speeds at 100 m, analysis was made to obtain appropriate values of α. For 

this purpose, the available ERA5 100 m wind was compared to the extrapolated 100 m 

using the power-law equation. Finally, we found and applied the following values of α 

which minimize the differences between the extrapolated and original 100 m ERA5 

winds: 0.18 for land, 0.08 for water; and 0.12 for sea-ice grid points. For the surface 

condition classification we use the land-sea and sea-ice masks of the respective RCMs. It 

should be noted that this empirical extrapolation does not account for effects of 

atmospheric stability or local topography, such as low-level jets, which may play also a 

role for WPD, since the wind maximum is typically at 100-300m height (Tuononen et al., 

2015; Heinemann et al., 2022). 

We correct the biases for near-surface wind speeds in the model simulations using the 

Weibull distribution-based quantile mapping method (Haas et al., 2014b; Moemken et 

al., 2018; Li et al., 2019b). The simulated, historical distributions of 3-hourly near-surface 

wind speed are mapped onto that from ERA5 in order to obtain the transfer function for 

the bias correction. This transfer function is applied both to the historical and scenario 

distributions of the near-surface wind speed to obtain the corrected fields. It should be 

also noted that the quantile mapping method based on Weibull distribution shows the best 

skills in bias reduction among other commonly used correction methods (Li et al., 2019b).  

Therefore, the bias-corrected near-surface wind speed ucorr can be calculated using the 

following expression: 

𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = с𝑒𝑟𝑎5 [−𝑙𝑛(1 − (1 − 𝑒
−(

𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡

)
𝑘ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡

))]

1

𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑎5

,(3) 

where umodel is the near-surface wind speed from RCM, c and k are scale and shape 

parameters of the cumulative Weibull distribution for near-surface wind speeds from 

ERA5 reanalysis and from RCM for the historical period (hist). Historical shape and scale 

parameters are used for the correction of both historical runs and future projections for 

the computation of WPDs. 
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Finally, we analyze future changes in the frequency of wind speeds at 100 m not useable 

for wind energy production (both with and without bias correction). These are very 

relevant for the wind energy exploitation industry since the current wind turbines cannot 

produce energy from wind flows with speeds below 4 m/s (called the cut-in speed) or 

above 25 m/s (cut-off speed) (Carvalho et al., 2021). To assess these changes, the 

difference between the historical and future periods in the number of days per year with 

wind speeds at 100 m below/above these thresholds were analyzed. 

Throughout the text we focus on not corrected WPD and wind speed, except in section 

5.1 where we discuss the effect of bias correction on WPD and wind speed changes. 

3. Comparison of near-surface wind speeds from historical simulations and 

ERA5 reanalysis  

The surface winds from ERA5 exhibit the best agreement amongst the modern reanalyses 

with in situ observations in midlatitudes and Arctic (Graham et al., 2019; Ramon et al., 

2019; Minola et al., 2020) and are widely used for assessments of wind energy resources 

for the different areas (Lambin et al., 2023; Olauson, 2018; Soares et al., 2020). 

Furthermore, as previously noted, there is a lack of quality wind observations over most 

of the Arctic-CORDEX domain. Therefore, we use near-surface wind speeds from ERA5 

as the reference data in our analysis. However, we are aware that all reanalysis data (incl. 

ERA5) have limitations in representing local conditions (Dörenkämper et al., 2020; 

Gruber et al., 2022). 

Here we compare the near-surface wind speed climatology from the multi-ensemble mean 

of historical runs and ERA5 reanalysis for the period 1980-2005. Figure 1 shows the near-

surface wind speed climatology from the ERA5 reanalysis and the multi-model mean as 

well as their differences for the four seasons (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SOM) in the Arctic. 

For all four seasons, higher values of wind speed in the multi-model mean      are found 

over the continents and lower values over the Arctic Ocean compared to ERA5. Despite 

quantitative differences, the Arctic-CORDEX models reproduce the spatial distribution 

of near-surface wind speed over the Arctic with a maximum      over the Nordic Seas (the 

region of highest cyclone activity) and minimum over the continents for all four seasons. 

To examine the performance of Arctic-CORDEX model runs in representing mean near-

surface wind speeds with respect to ERA5, we apply Taylor diagrams (Figure 2). The 
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spatial correlation coefficients (R) between the individual models and ERA5 reanalysis 

near-surface wind speed range from 0.59 (RCA-GUESS) to 0.93 (CRCM5-MPIC) for 

winter, from 0.52 (RCA-GUESS) to 0.92 (CRCM5-MPIC) for spring, from 0.47 (RCA-

GUESS) to 0.91 (CRCM5-MPIC) for summer and from 0.6 (RCA-GUESS) to 0.93 

(CRCM5-MPIC) for autumn. The spatial standard deviations (SDs) for RCMs lie in the 

range from 2.1 to 3.0 in winter, from 1.6 to 2.4 in spring, from 1.1 to 1.7 in summer and 

from 1.8 to 2.5 in summer. Respective root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) vary from 

1.1 to 2.5 for winter, from 0.9 to 1.9 for spring, from 0.7 to 1.6 for summer and from 0.9 

to 2.1 for autumn. The possible reason for the high correlation of CRCM-MPIC with 

ERA5 is the correction of the SST (boundary forcing from GCM MPI-ESM-LR) in 

CRCM5-MPIC, which improves the atmospheric circulation (Akperov et al., 2019). This 

leads to a better representation of the near-surface wind speed in the Arctic. In the case 

of RCA-GUESS (low correlation with ERA5), the differences are also related to the 

boundary forcing (EC-EARTH). EC-Earth has a cold bias in summer and a warm bias in 

winter and spring (Figure 2 in Zhang et al., 2014). Figure 10b in (Koenigk et al., 2012) 

also shows the mean sea level pressure (MSLP) biases between EC-EARTH and 

reanalysis over the Arctic (positive biases in areas from Alaska across the Bering Strait 

towards Siberia and negative biases over the European Arctic). Therefore, it may affect 

the circulation, including the near-surface wind speed, and lead to a low correlation with 

ERA5. 

Figure 3 shows intra-annual variability (standard deviation of seasonal means of near-

surface wind speed) of near-surface wind speed from ERA5 and multi-model mean. 

Overall, both ERA5 and the multi-model mean show similarity in terms of intra-annual 

variability with strong regionally different patterns for near-surface wind speed, in 

particular strong seasonality over ice-free ocean and weak over land and ice-covered 

Arctic (Figure S1).      

Overall, the historical runs show substantial differences compared to the ERA5 reanalysis 

These differences are most pronounced over areas of complex topography (East 

Greenland and Norwegian coasts, south Alaska , over the ocean along the coast of East 

Greenland) and may be associated with improvement of local topography and wind 

systems, such as katabatic winds or wind gusts in RCMs. But they can be also associated 

with biases from the driving GCMs, especially over the sea ice areas (which deviates 
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substantially from the observed most prominently in the vicinity of the observed sea ice 

edge) and from the RCM physics. These biases influence the climate change signal, in 

particular wind speed thresholds, which are relevant for wind energy production. To 

estimate the impact of bias correction on near-surface wind and WPD changes, we 

performed the analysis both with and without bias correction technique. As shown in 

Figure 2, corrected 10 m wind speeds are very close to ERA5 for all seasons compared 

to the uncorrected data. However, further analysis in section 4 focuses on not corrected 

wind speed and WPD changes, while in section 5, we assess the role of bias-correction 

on WPD and wind changes. 

 

4. Future changes of wind speeds and wind power density 

The future responses of WPD are analyzed for the RCP8.5 scenario for the two periods 

(2020-2049 and 2070-2099). We investigate future changes of seasonal WPD, which 

could be important for the planning of future wind farms. 

The projected changes of the seasonal WPD from the multi-model mean are presented in 

Figures 4 and 5. In winter and spring, the areas of the strong increase of WPD are located 

over the eastern Barents and Kara Seas which are related to the projected strong sea ice 

retreat in these marginal seas. Additionally, WPD increases in the Greenland,      Chukchi 

and Bering Seas. However, WPD decreases over the Norwegian Sea and western Barents 

Sea. In summer and autumn, a strong increase of WPD is calculated over the northern 

Barents, Kara, and Greenland Seas and along Arctic near-shore zones as well as Arctic 

Ocean in 2070-2099. This is associated with projected strong sea-ice retreat there (Figure 

11). Reduction of WPD is noted over the southern Barents Sea. It is noted that models 

simulate also a strong increase of WPD over the Arctic Ocean in winter in 2070-2099, 

irrespectively of small sea ice reduction and the related minimal warming in this area. 

According to Figure 6, for the end of the century, all models agree on the positive sign of 

WPD changes over the Arctic Ocean, including parts of Barents Sea, Greenland and 

Chukchi Seas, and along Arctic near-shore zones in all seasons and the negative sign in 

the ice-free Barents and Norwegian Seas in winter, spring and autumn. These findings 

are consistent with the research conducted by Vavrus and Alkama (2022), who utilized 

near-surface wind speed data from an ensemble of climate models sourced from CMIP5 

under RCP8.5 (their Figures 4 and 5). 
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Further, we analyze changes in the variability of WPD, ranging from intra-annual to inter-

daily timescales. These timescales are of high importance for the production and 

operation of the energy system and the integration of wind energy into the energy system 

(Moemken et al., 2018). The inter-daily timescales are relevant for the power system 

management and energy trading, and intra-annual to inter-annual timescales are important 

for resource assessments and the planning of backup and storage facilities. 

The seasonal changes of WPD (as shown in Figures 4 and 5) lead to an ensemble mean 

amplification of the intra-annual variability of WPD (standard deviation of seasonal 

means of near-surface wind speed) over the Arctic Ocean and the Arctic near-shore 

regions (Figure 7). All seasons except summer contribute markedly to the changes shown 

in Figure 7. While in 2040-2060 the maximum increase is over the northern Barents, 

Kara, and Greenland Seas, in 2070-2099 the increase reaches up to 300 W/m2 over the 

northern Barents-Kara and Chukchi Seas.  

Changes in the inter-annual variability (standard deviation of annual WPD values in a 

given period) are presented in Figure 8. As for intra-annual variability, a remarkable 

increase of WPD is seen over the northern Barents-Kara, Greenland and Chukchi Seas by 

the end of 21st century. In contrast, a weak decrease is seen over the southern Barents Sea. 

The maxima of both intra- and inter-annual variability of WPD are located near the sea 

ice boundary. Thus, we conclude that they are related to the same driver – the receding 

sea ice. However, because other drivers for their changes are possible as well, we do not 

conclude on close relations between the intra- and inter-annual variability. 

Figure 9 shows the future projections for the inter-daily variability of WPD (standard 

deviation of averaged daily WPD values) for the model ensemble mean for the RCP8.5 

scenario. Inter-daily variability of WPD also increases with remarkable changes over the 

northern Barents and Kara Seas, and Arctic near-shore regions by the end of the 21st 

century. However, there is a slight decrease over the Nordic Seas in both periods. 

Figure 10 shows the projected changes in the number of occurrences of 3-hourly periods 

per year for the 100 m wind below cut-in (4 m/s) or above cut-off (25 m/s) speeds under 

the RCP8.5 scenarios. This range of wind speed represents the non-usable wind for the 

energy production for the current generation of wind turbines. According to Figure 10, 

the future climate projections show increased occurrences of non-usable wind speeds over 

Scandinavia and selected land areas in Alaska, northern Russia and Canada. A decrease 
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of non-usable wind speeds is calculated over the large part of Eastern Siberia and in 

northern Alaska. These changes are mainly due to wind speeds below 4 m/s (not shown). 

In general, the changes amplify by the end of 21st century. On the other hand, there are 

no projected changes of non-usable wind speeds over the Arctic Ocean including Arctic 

near-shore zones where WPD increases in all seasons by the end of 21st century (Figure 

4 and 5).  

 

5 Uncertainties in WPD future changes 

5.1 Bias correction 

The sensitivity of WPD projections to the bias correction method is analyzed by 

calculating the difference between corrected and not corrected WPD changes (Costoya et 

al., 2020). Significant differences between corrected and not corrected WPD are seen in 

the ocean regions of strong WPD changes (Figures 4 and 5). WPD based on bias-corrected 

data are generally increased compared to using non-corrected data. The increase in WPD 

by using bias-corrected wind data can reach 50%. In winter and spring, the areas of strong 

differences between corrected and not corrected WPD are located in particular over the 

Barents-Kara, Greenland and Chukchi Seas. Also in summer and autumn, significant 

WPD differences occur over the Arctic Ocean including Arctic near-shore areas. These 

differences partly reflect the greater loss of sea ice in these sub-regions (see also sec. 5.2). 

The WPD differences over land are generally small, and show up especially over areas of 

complex terrain (e.g., Greenland and coastal regions). The inspection of the intra-annual, 

inter-annual and inter-daily WPD differences (Figures 7, 8 and 9) show that the bias-

corrected data lead to an increase of the WPD variability. Overall, both bias-corrected 

and not corrected WPD changes show the same sign of future change, but differ in the 

magnitude of these changes. 

Figure 10 shows that remarkable changes are noticed over the areas of complex terrain. 

Corrected data shows a reduction of the frequency of non-usable wind speeds over the 

Alaska, Far East and other land areas over Russia. Increasing frequency of non-usable 

wind speeds is seen over Scandinavia and over land areas in eastern Siberia. 

5.2 Impact of surface conditions  
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One of the key factors influencing the near-surface wind speed in the Arctic in future is 

the sea ice reduction, which affects the aerodynamic surface roughness and stratification 

in the Arctic atmosphere. As was reported earlier (Mioduszewski et al., 2018; Jakobson 

et al., 2019; Vavrus and Alkama, 2022), reduction in ocean surface roughness caused by 

a transition from ice-covered to open water ocean and associated reduced atmospheric 

stability due the enhanced surface warming led to a strengthening of near-surface wind 

speeds in the Arctic. This, in turn, further affects the WPD changes. We confirm that the 

drastic sea ice loss in the Arctic including Arctic near-shore zones in all seasons by the 

end of 21st century (Figure 11) is associated with a strong increase of WPD magnitude 

and variability over these areas (Figures 5, 7-9). 

Regarding the land areas, Arctic warming changes, such as shrubification and the 

latitudinal and altitudinal shifts of tree-line, may change the fractional coverage of 

different vegetation types. This leads to a positive surface temperature feedback 

associated with lowered surface albedo and to a negative feedback associated with higher 

evapotranspiration (Eliseev and Mokhov, 2011; Pearson et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014, 

2018). And this, in turn, leads to changes in static stability, atmospheric circulation 

through the changes in thermal meridional gradient and surface roughness through 

vegetation extent (Zhang et al., 2014, 2018; Akperov et al., 2021), and, therefore, may 

impact on near-surface wind speed and WPD changes over the land. Using RCA-GUESS 

simulations with (FB) and without (NoFB) interactive vegetation–atmosphere coupling, 

we assessed an impact of roughness changes (from vegetation expansion) on WPD. The 

strongest changes in near-surface air temperature are observed in spring and summer 

(Zhang et al., 2014), therefore, both seasons have been chosen for the further analysis. 

Figure 12 shows spatial distribution of various variables between FB and NoFB 

simulations. The warming in spring and cooling in summer is in accordance with the 

above described feedbacks.  Further, the vegetation changes (Arctic greening) over the 

land significantly impact on the near-surface wind speed as well as WPD in both seasons. 

The WPD is significantly reduced over the lands due to enhanced vegetation (increasing 

surface roughness). The reduction in WPD over the land by using changing vegetation 

can reach 100% (500 W/m2 in spring and 250 W/m2 in summer). These changes are 

comparable to those over the Arctic Ocean and exceed biases between not corrected and 

corrected WPD (Figure 5). 
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While WPD is reducing over the land in both seasons, static stability (which is expressed 

by the vertical difference in the temperature between 850 hPa and near-surface 

temperature) has a different behavior over the continents in spring and summer. In spring, 

static stability decreases, whereas it increases in summer. As was shown in (Akperov et 

al., 2021), changing vegetation leads to a mean sea level pressure reduction (increase in 

cyclonicity which can lead to increased near-surface wind speed) over the continents in 

both seasons. Both factors should increase near-surface wind speed and WPD. However, 

near-surface wind speed decreases over the continents in both seasons (Figure 12). 

Therefore, surface roughness through vegetation expansion on wind speed and WPD 

variability over the continents may be seen as a key factor in controlling the wind speed. 

We may conclude on significant uncertainties related to the estimation of future changes 

in WPD. Both the sea-ice retreat and the vegetation expansion influence wind speed. At 

the same time using bias correction significantly changes the wind energy potentials in 

the Arctic in the future. 

6. Summary and Conclusion 

Our work presents an assessment of wind energy resources and associated spatiotemporal 

patterns over the Arctic using regional climate model simulations from the Arctic-

CORDEX initiative within an RCP8.5 scenario for the 21st century. The multi-model 

mean projections reveal an increase of seasonal WPD over the Arctic in the future 

decades. In winter and spring, the areas of the strong increase of WPD are located over 

the eastern Barents, Kara, Greenland, Bering and Chukchi Seas. WPD decreases over the 

Norwegian Sea and western Barents Sea. In summer and autumn, WPD increases over 

the northern Barents, Kara, and Greenland Seas and along Arctic near-shore zones as well 

as Arctic Ocean in 2070-2099. The signals become stronger by the end of 21st century. 

However, increasing WPD variability in future decades will lead to a higher irregularity 

of wind energy production.  

The RCM ensemble exhibits a more frequent occurrence of 100m non-usable wind speeds 

over Scandinavia, northern Russia, Canada and selected land areas in Alaska in the future 

climate. In contrast, non-usable wind speeds decrease over the large part of Eastern 
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Siberia and in northern Alaska. All changes of the non-usable wind speeds occur over the 

land areas and away from the coastal zone. 

We quantify the sensitivity of WPD projections to the bias correction by calculating the 

difference between bias-corrected and not corrected WPD changes. The increase in WPD 

by using bias-corrected wind data can reach 50%. The areas of strong differences between 

bias-corrected and not corrected WPD are located over the WPD seasonal increase and 

decrease. Overall, because both bias-corrected and not corrected WPD changes show the 

same sign of future change, the sign of the response in our paper is credible. However, 

the respective magnitude remains uncertain. We note, however, that bias correction (as 

well as any statistical post-processing procedure) is unlikely able to improve possible 

model shortcomings in projecting a non-linear response of wind to climate forcing. On 

the other hand, some credibility for our results is provided by the absence of such 

nonlinear response in large-scale forcing data. 

The increase in variability of the bias-corrected WPD/wind speed relative to the 

uncorrected data in the future climate, especially over the sea ice reduction areas, can be 

explained by several factors. Firstly, the correction depends on the quality of the reference 

data that is used for the correction. If coarser data (such as ERA5) is used, then errors 

could be introduced where the higher resolution of the RCMs would be beneficial, e.g. 

over the steep topography of Greenland. Secondly, the transfer functions are commonly 

assumed to be constant over time, so that they hold also for future climates. Such 

assumption is unavoidable lacking future ‘observations’ and used in any prognostic 

statistical model. If that is true is very uncertain, in particular in areas where sea ice is 

retreating, which would affect the transfer functions. Concluding, bias correction is just 

a statistical short-cut with large uncertainties. Therefore, we focused on discussing bias-

corrected versus uncorrected results. 

The role of sea-ice retreat and vegetation expansion on near-surface wind speed and WPD 

variability has been also assessed.  Reduction in ocean surface roughness caused by a 

transition from ice-covered to open water and reduced atmospheric stability and greater 

vertical momentum mixing due the enhanced surface warming lead to strengthening near-

surface wind speeds over the Arctic with the most pronounced effect in winter-autumn. 

Similarly, the near-surface wind speed as well as WPD significantly decreases over the 
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continents due to increasing vegetation extent (surface roughness) in biogeophysical 

feedback simulations in spring-summer. 

Estimations of the future WPD changes suffer from different kinds of uncertainty. These 

are related to changes of the air density, which is expected to decrease due to near-surface 

temperature increase. Especially, it is expected to have an effect over the Barents Sea 

(Koenigk et al., 2013). However, a contribution of air density changes to WPD will be 

much smaller compared to changes in near-surface wind speeds. Other uncertainties are 

related to the height of future wind turbines, which is expected to be higher than the 

current generation of turbines (McKenna et al., 2016), and - although not addressed in 

this work – to the considered emission scenario. 

We analyzed the RCP8.5 scenario, which is high emission scenario. The number of the 

available CORDEX simulations is the largest for this particular RCP scenario. This 

allowed us to highlight the strongest possible changes by the end of the 21st century. 

Again, we note that the results of low (RCP2.6) and high emission scenarios are very 

similar for the near future of two-three decades – but differ substantially for the end of 

the 21st century. 

We note that the CMIP5/6 ensemble of GCMs appear to be biased when it comes to the 

retreat of Arctic sea ice (Massonnet et al., 2012; Collins et al., 2013; Koenigk et al., 2015; 

Eliseev and Semenov, 2016; Docquier and Koenigk, 2021) In particular, it has been 

demonstrated that future scenarios of sea ice retreat building on CMIP5 only match 

current rates of Arctic change in GCMs following a scenario with greater warming than 

RCP4.5, with few exceptions (Jansen et al., 2020). The current suite of driving GCMs 

has not been chosen with this in mind, which may imply that even end of century 

projection of WPD may be better captured using RCP8.5 than lower emission scenarios 

even if greenhouse gas emissions would stay below the emission levels assumed by 

RCP8.5. 

Overall, this study provides state-of-the-art information on wind power characteristics 

over the Arctic based on a recent ensemble of regional climate model simulations (Arctic-

CORDEX). Of course, reducing uncertainties in projections due to reduced model biases 

could greatly benefit future investigations, including those improvements in representing 
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wind speeds that may arise from higher horizontal resolution. Improvements in in-situ 

observational coverage and monitoring of wind speed will help in this regard and are 

sorely needed. Also, temporal, seasonal, and geographical variations in climatic 

characteristics (such as sea ice decrease, surface roughness, and scenario changes) may 

introduce some uncertainty into such projections. Nonetheless, the global long-term 

transition to renewable energy sources for environmental sustainability means that the 

results of this study are vital. Detailed projections of changes in wind speed and WPD are 

crucial for the development and sustainability of not only wind power systems, but also 

energy supply that is necessary in order to prevent energy crises. Therefore, the 

improvement in climate models (ranging from improved model physics to better 

representation of local conditions in the Arctic) may allow a more robust projection of 

wind energy potential. 

 

 

Table 1. Reanalysis and regional climate models (RCMs), and their corresponding 

information. 

Type Institution/Country Data/ 

Model name 

Original 

Resolution 

Vertical 

levels, 

horizontal 

resolution 

Boundary 

conditions 

Reference 

Reanalyses 

ECMWF/UK 

 

ERA5 

L137, 

0.280 

(~ 30 km) 

 

 (Hersbach et 

al., 2020) 
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Regional 

climate 

models 

(RCMs) 

AWI/Germany 
HIRHAM5-

AWI-MPI 

L40, 0.50 

(~56 km) 

MPI-ESM-

LR 

(Christensen 

and 

Christensen, 

2007; 

Sommerfeld et 

al., 2015; Klaus 

et al., 2016) 

DMI/Denmark 

 

HIRHAM5-

DMI-EC-

EARTH 

L31, 0.440 

(~48 km) 

EC-

EARTH2.3 

(Christensen 

and 

Christensen, 

2007; Lucas-

Picher et al., 

2012) 

SMHI/Sweden 

 

RCA4 -MPI 

L40, 0.440, 

(~48 km) 

 

MPI-ESM-

LR 

(Berg et al., 

2013; Koenigk 

et al., 2015) 

 

RCA4-EC-

EARTH 

EC-

EARTH2.3 

RCA4-

CanESM2 
CanESM2 

RCA4-

NorESM1 

NorESM1-

M 

LU/Sweden 

 

RCA-GUESS-

EC-EARTH 

L40, 0.440, 

(~48 km) 

 

 

EC-

EARTH2.3 

(Smith et al., 

2011; Zhang et 

al., 2014) 

ULg/Belgium 
MAR3.6-

NorESM1 

L23, 50 

km 

NorESM1-

M 

(Fettweis et al., 

2017) 
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(~0.50) 

UQAM/Canada 

 

CRCM5-MPI 

L55, 0.440, 

(~48 km) 

 

MPI-ESM-

LR 

(Martynov et 

al., 2013; 

Šeparović et 

al., 2013; 

Takhsha et al., 

2017) 

CRCM5-

MPIC 

MPI-ESM-

LR 

(Bias 

correction) 

CRCM5- 

CanESM2 

 

CanESM2 

Global 

climate 

models 

(GCMs) 

MPI/Germany MPI-ESM-LR L47, 1.80 

(~200 km) 

 (Giorgetta et 

al., 2013) 

ICHEC/EU EC-EARTH L62, 1.10 

(~122 km) 

 (Hazeleger et 

al., 2012) 

CCCma/Canada CanESM2 L35, 2.80 

(~310 km) 

 (Arora et al., 

2011) 

NCC/Norway NorESM1-M L26, 2.50 

(~277 km) 

 (Bentsen et al., 

2013) 
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Figure 1 Climatological mean of 10 m wind speed in m/s for multi-model mean for the 

1980-2005 for the different seasons and their differences (‘multi-model mean’ – ‘ERA5’). 

Statistically significant changes (p<0.05) are stippled. 
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Figure 2 Taylor diagrams of seasonal mean wind speeds (m/s) from spatially averaged data 

for ERA5 (reference data) and Arctic-CORDEX simulations for the corrected (red) and not 

corrected (blue) data temporally averaged during 1980-2005 
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Figure 3 Intraannual variability of near-surface wind speed (m/s) of ERA5 (a) and multi-

model mean (b). 
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Figure 4 Changes of not corrected seasonal mean WPD (W/m
2

) for multi-model means in 

2020-2049 with respect to 1970-1999 (a,c,e,g). Panels (b,d,f,h) show differences between 

bias-corrected and not corrected fields for the corresponding figures and seasons (a,c,e,g). 

Statistically significant changes (p<0.05) are stippled. 
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Figure 5 Changes of not corrected seasonal mean WPD (W/m
2

) for the multi-model means 

(2070-2099) with respect to historical period (1970-1999) (a,c,e,g). Panels (b,d,f,h) show 

differences between bias-corrected and not corrected fields for the corresponding figures 

and seasons (a,c,e,g). Statistically significant changes (p<0.05) are stippled. 
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Figure 6 The number of not corrected models, which show the same sign changes of WPD 

for 2070-2099 relative to 1970-1999. Red colors indicate positive changes and blue stand 

for negative ones; if models simulate changes of different signs, the maximal number of 

models showing same sign changes is shown. Areas where at least 8 of 11 models agree on 

the sign of the change and signal to noise ratio (SNR) is larger than 1 are marked by green 

dots. 
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Figure 7 Changes of intra-annual variability of not corrected WPD (W/m
2

) for the multi-

model mean of RCP8.5 for the two periods (2020-2049 and 2070-2099) with respect to 

historical period (1970-1999) (a,c). Panels (b,d) show differences between bias-corrected 

and not corrected fields for the corresponding figures (a,c). 
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Figure 8 Changes of inter-annual variability of not corrected WPD (W/m
2

) for the multi-

model mean for two periods (2020-2049 and 2070-2099) with respect to historical period 

(1970-1999) (a,c). Panels (b,d) show differences between bias-corrected and not corrected 

fields for the corresponding figures (a,c). 
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Figure 9 Changes of inter-daily variability of not corrected WPD (W/m
2

) for the multi-

model mean for two periods (2020-2049 and 2070-2099) with respect to multi-model mean 

of historical (1970-1999) (a,c). Panels (b,d) show differences between bias-corrected and 

not corrected fields for the corresponding figures (a,c). 
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Figure 10 Changes in the number of three-hourly dates per year with (a,b) not corrected 

100m wind speed < 4 or > 25 m/s from the multi-model mean of RCP8.5 for the two 

periods (2020-2049 and 2070-2099) with respect to multi-model mean of historical (1970-

1999). Panels (b,d) show differences between bias-corrected and not corrected fields for the 

corresponding figures (a,c). 
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Figure 11 Changes in sea-ice concentration (%) for the multi-model mean of driving 

GCM’s for RCP8.5 for the 2070-2099 with respect to multi-model mean of historical period 

(1970-1999) for the different seasons. Statistically significant changes (p<0.05) are stippled. 
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Figure 12 The effects of biogeophysical feedbacks on near-surface temperature [K] (a,b), 

static stability [K] (c,d), near-surface wind speed [m/s] (e,f) and and WPD [W/m
2

] (g,h) for 

the different seasons averaged from 2070 to 2099 with respect to historical period (1970-

1999). Statistically significant changes (p<0.05) are stippled. 
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